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The Incremental Approach is a joint initiative between
community safety partners across Leicester, Leicestershire &
Rutland. Its aim is to ensure that anti-social behaviour
enforcement measures are used consistently and
proportionately in relation to an individual’s involvement in
Anti-social Behaviour.
This document outlines best practice guidance;
implementation of it will vary dependant on local resource.
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What is Anti-social Behaviour?
The Community Safety partners across Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland (LLR) accept
the definition of Anti-social Behaviour (ASB) as:
(a) conduct that has caused, or is likely to cause, harassment, alarm or distress to any
person,
(b) conduct capable of causing nuisance or annoyance to a person in relation to that
person’s occupation of residential premises, or
(c) conduct capable of causing housing-related nuisance or annoyance to any person.
Anti-social Behaviour Crime and Policing Act 2014 (Pt1 S2)

What is the Incremental Approach?
A partnership approach across LLR which uses a range of interventions in an escalating
tiered process to provide a consistent, measured and justifiable approach to ASB
management, relevant to the number and severity of incidents.

Why do we have an Incremental Approach?
To ensure agencies across LLR consistently, justifiably and proportionately use a multiagency approach to:
 identify, protect and support victims of ASB, particularly vulnerable or repeat
victims, or those at high risk of becoming victims of ASB,
 manage perpetrators of ASB, ensuring that adequate measures are put in place to
enable them to desist from their behaviour,
 offer appropriate support to perpetrators in order to encourage a change in their
behaviour, and to
 utilise the tools available to gather evidence and escalate responses in a consistent
and proportionate manner

Who can use the Incremental Approach?
Partner agencies responsible for the implementation of the Incremental Approach include:










Local Authorities
- Community Safety Teams
- Housing Departments
Leicestershire Police
Leicester & Leicestershire Youth Offending Services
Crown Prosecution Service (CPS)
Probation
Registered providers of social housing
Clinical Commissioning Groups
NHS Protect
Environment Agency
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The lead agency/individual should co-ordinate the involvement of other agencies so they can
contribute their specialist knowledge and expertise. All partners are responsible for
communicating decisions through local Joint Action Groups (JAGs).

Joint Action Groups
JAGs are multi-agency, intelligence led meetings focussed on tackling ASB and related crime
and disorder through a holistic case management approach. JAGs deal with the threat, risk
and harm to local communities and people. Identifying and safeguarding vulnerable
individuals through collaborative problem solving and effective information sharing.
The purpose of a JAG is to:
 manage cases of ASB, including hate incidents and local crime issues through a
multi-agency approach
 deal with perpetrators of ASB through the Incremental Approach
 support victims of ASB and related crime, particularly vulnerable victims
 focus on ASB hotspots across LLR
 manage the top 3 repeat DV cases for the locality; those which do not meet the
MARAC threshold
 discuss any intelligence regarding Prevent

Anti-social Behaviour involving young people
The Incremental Approach can be considered for anyone aged 10 or over. Where young
people are concerned, consultation with the Youth Offending Service (YOS) is paramount
and in some cases mandatory; advice can be offered from the warning letter stage. This
consultation will ascertain levels of current or previous involvement by the YOS and the
service can assist with:







writing draft prohibitions or positive requirements for ABCs, Civil
Injunctions and Criminal Behaviour Orders (CBOs) ensuring they are
accessible/understandable for the young person, and so are more likely
to be adhered to
offering support to young people alongside out of court/court
interventions
possible publicity in regards to legal outcomes
ensuring legal compliance - The ASB Crime and Policing Act 2014
stipulates a requirement to consult the YOS during application process
for a Civil Injunction and CBO regarding a person under 18
variation and discharge at legal stage

The importance of recording information
To be effective, the Incremental Approach relies upon practitioners being able to access up
to date information about what stage a perpetrator is at in the approach. Accurate record
keeping is vital to ensure correct decision making, as well as availability of evidence for
future stages of the approach, if required, such as applications for court orders.
Failure to correctly record information can mean processes such as assessing repeat
victimisation or vulnerability, identifying the correct intervention etc., become problematic
due to missing or outdated information. Practitioners can also waste time and effort
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implementing resolutions that may have already been tried and proven ineffectual which
can perpetuate/prolong the potential suffering of victims.
In the event of a complainant asking for a review of their case, or activating a Community
Trigger, it will be important for agencies to demonstrate what prior action has been taken
and why. Accurate and up to date recording on a case management system such as Sentinel
will help ensure a timely response to the complainant and should provide an accurate
overview of action taken to date.

Sentinel
Sentinel is a web-based ASB case management system currently used across LLR, accessible
to a range of partner organisations. It provides a platform to record, investigate, manage
and monitor ASB complaints by enabling partners to:









accurately record levels of ASB via cross-agency evidence gathering
create an auditable recording process
easily access data that is stored in a central point
easily access information input by users across a range of agencies
access accurate, validated performance data
identify ASB hotspots and use date for meaningful analysis
identify and manage the threat, risk and harm associated to ASB
appropriately manage and monitor ASB complaints in order to provide a high
quality service to victims, thereby increasing customer satisfaction

The system provides an overview of incidents, the individuals involved and resolutions
considered and implemented, enabling partners to ensure a holistic investigation is carried
out and appropriate and timely interventions are made by the organisations involved.

The anti-social behaviour risk matrix
Fully completing a Sentinel report involving a victim requires practitioners to complete a risk
assessment utilising an online risk matrix (see below). It requires the assessor to:
 Use their professional judgement incorporating all they know, have seen and heard
about the victim and/or the locality and circumstances.
 Apply their experience to determine firstly the probability of a further event
occurring and secondly the likely impact that would have on that victim.
There is also space for the assessor to outline their decision making rationale, it is best
practice to complete this field no matter what the level of risk. Justification for entries
concerning high risk cases may seem obvious, however it is equally as important to give an
outline for lower scoring cases which can be harder to recall over time.
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Victims of ASB
It is important to recognise that the perception of ASB and tolerance levels vary between
individuals and communities.
It is essential to treat all complaints of ASB seriously, listen to concerns and assess each case
on an individual basis and in context to the circumstances.
Always complete the ASB Risk Assessment Matrix on Sentinel to assess the risk to the victim.

Victim First Referrals
All cases risk assessed as high on Sentinel will automatically be referred to Victim First.
For cases not classed as high risk but in need of additional support, the Victim First
referral form can be found in the ‘Find out more’ tab on Sentinel.
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Incremental Approach Flowchart
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Out of Court Stages of the Incremental Approach
The Advice Stage
This stage is designed to prevent involvement/escalation in ASB at the earliest
opportunity. It provides the adult or young person (and their parent or guardian if under
18) timely, clear and concise notice of their involvement in ASB.
The advice should be a proportionate response to the behaviours displayed and should:





Outline the behaviour or incident and the effects it is having on the victim/
community.
Outline the possible consequences should their involvement continue.
Offer appropriate support relevant to the individual’s needs/behaviour and use
this as an educative or awareness raising opportunity.
For parents and guardians of individuals linked with ASB, the advice stage can be
the first opportunity to access parenting support.

When should you use the Advice Stage?



Advice should be given when the individual hasn’t had previous involvement with
ASB.
However, this stage can be re-considered if there has been no ASB within six months
of the first written/verbal advice, and if the incident does not target a specific victim.
If a second incident of ASB occurs within a sixth month period, progression should
be made to the next appropriate stage of the Incremental Approach. All information
on disposals should be logged, with reasoning, on Sentinel.

Good practice and principles at the Advice Stage






Advice can be verbal or written. For under 18s, letters should be addressed to
parents/guardians and a parent or guardian should be present when it is issued. A
template letter can be found on the ‘Find out More’ tab on Sentinel.
When advice is issued, it is recommended that practitioners consider any
signposting that may be beneficial to the individual and their parents/guardians
(under 18s) and make appropriate referrals, i.e. Troubled Families Programmes, YOS
prevention support (under 18s), drug and alcohol services etc. Any
acceptance/refusal should be recorded on Sentinel.
Advice can be given when an adult or young person is already known within the
criminal justice system but not known for ASB.
The process can be undertaken by the Local Authority, housing providers,
Leicestershire Police or jointly, dependent on local arrangements.
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Advice Flowchart
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The Warning Stage
This stage of the Incremental Approach is a step up from the advice stage and again,
provides an adult or young person (and their parent or guardian) timely, clear and
concise notice of their involvement in ASB. There are two types of ASB warning letter,
one which leads to an ABC and one which leads to a Community Protection Notice (16+).
Both pro-forma letters can be found on the Sentinel ‘Find out More’ tab.
The warning should be a proportionate response to the behaviours displayed and should:
 Outline the incident clearly, including the recipients involvement in that incident,
and the effect it is having on the victim/community.
 Outline the possible consequences should their involvement continue.
 Offer appropriate support relevant to the individual’s needs/behaviour and use
this as an educative or awareness raising opportunity.
 For parents and guardians of individuals linked with ASB, this can be an
opportunity to access parenting support.

When should you use the Warning Stage?








A warning letter should be issued if an individual has been given advice (written or
verbal) within the previous six months relating to their involvement in ASB.
Missing the advice stage and entering at warning stage is possible; for example,
when there is evidence that the perpetrator’s behaviour has escalated quickly over a
short period of time, or has targeted specific individuals or a community. In this
circumstance, a discussion should be had with a supervisor on the need to skip the
advice stage and should be logged, with reasoning, on Sentinel.
As with the advice stage, the warning stage can be considered again if there has
been no ASB within six months of the previous warning letter, and if the incident
does not target a specific victim.
If a second incident of ASB occurs within six months of a warning letter being issued,
an Acceptable Behaviour Contract (ABC) can be considered/offered, in partnership
with relevant agencies, or a Community Protection Notice (see page 31), unless
there are mitigating circumstances to warrant a further warning. This decision
should be logged, with reasoning, on Sentinel.
Where a successful ABC has been completed, six months have lapsed and legal
action is not justifiable, a further warning letter may be offered, following discussion
and agreement by a supervisor and partner agencies. This decision should be logged,
with reasoning, on Sentinel.

Good practice and principles at the Warning Stage.






Warnings should be issued via letter. Both ABC & CPN warning letter templates can
be found on the ‘Find out More’ tab on Sentinel. For under 18s, letters should be
addressed to parents/guardians.
It is recommended that letters are hand delivered (if being issued to someone under
18, a parent or guardian should be present) or sent recorded delivery to ensure
delivery has been made, and to the right person. Details of the delivery should be
recorded on Sentinel.
When a warning letter is issued, consider signposting the individual to support (and
their parents/guardians if under 18) and make referrals i.e. Early Help, drug and
alcohol services etc. Any acceptance/refusal should be recorded on Sentinel.
Warning letters can be issued by the Local Authority, housing providers,
Leicestershire Police or jointly, dependent on local arrangements.
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The Acceptable Behaviour Contract Stage
The Acceptable Behaviour Contract (ABC) stage of the Incremental Approach is when a
voluntary tool is used to address an individual’s involvement in ASB. It is an offer of
support, engagement in the process suggests that the recipient understands what they
are doing is wrong, and that they want to change their behaviour. The ABC will contain
prohibitions designed to prevent further engagement in ASB as well as positive
requirements designed to offer support.
An ABC is not legally binding, but lack of engagement in the process can be used as
evidence in Court at a later date.
The ABC should be a proportionate response to the behaviours displayed and should:





Outline the behaviour clearly in plain language, including the recipient’s
involvement in the incident.
Outline the possible consequences (highlighting potential legal action) for the
recipient should their involvement in the behaviour continue.
Detail the effects the behaviour is having on victims and/or the wider
community.

When should you use the ABC Stage?






When the perpetrator has been issued advice and a warning letter (the most recent
within the last six months) and there is still ongoing ASB.
Entry straight at the ABC stage can be considered but only when there is evidence
that the perpetrator’s behaviour has significantly escalated over a short period of
time, or has continually targeted specific individuals or a community. In this
circumstance, a discussion should be had with a supervisor and relevant partner
agencies on the need to skip the previous stages and should be logged, with
reasoning, on Sentinel.
As with the previous stages, the ABC stage can be considered again if there has been
no ASB within six months of the completion of the previous ABC, and if the incident
does not target a specific victim.
Progress to this level of the Incremental Approach should take place unless there are
mitigating circumstances to warrant a further warning. Alternatively you may
consider a civil injunction or Community Protection Notice (CPN). The decision
should be logged, with reasoning, onto Sentinel.

Good practice and principles at the ABC Stage.





The case should be taken to and monitored by the JAG.
Where urgency dictates that a more immediate decision is required, partnership
agreement should be sought and the case taken to the next JAG. The steps taken
should be logged on Sentinel.
The lead officer should ensure all prohibitions and positive requirements are
discussed and agreed with relevant partner agencies, and a set up meeting date is
arranged in conjunction with these partners.
It is recommended that fewer prohibitions are put in place at the start of the
contract so if breaches occur, you have the option to add other conditions on at
review meetings. This may vary from case to case depending on circumstances.
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Agencies able to lead on ABCs are:
- Leicestershire Police
- Local Authorities
- Registered providers of social housing - Due to lack of access to Sentinel, records
should, where possible, be updated by partners with the actions taken by RSLs
to ensure accurate records to aid decision making going forward.
It is recommended that meetings are held at a public venue (i.e. police station,
council offices, community hall etc.). Home meetings should be avoided but can be
considered in exceptional circumstances e.g. a disability preventing travel.
A letter should be sent to invite the recipient of the ABC (addressed to the
parent/guardian if under 18) to a meeting to discuss the contract/ prohibitions/
support. If the meeting is arranged orally, ensure this is recorded on Sentinel.
If the meeting is not attended, contact the recipient (or the parent/ guardian if
under 18), issue a further date and log all of the information on Sentinel. Only one
further meeting date is recommended unless a valid reason is provided for nonattendance.
As ABCs are voluntary, some individuals will chose not to engage. Failure to attend
or engage at this stage of the process should be recorded on Sentinel in case it is
required for evidence at future stages. A letter should be sent to confirm this, and
the possible consequences should the ASB continue.
Any signposting that may be beneficial to the individual and their parents/ guardians
(under 18s) should be considered i.e. YOS prevention support, drug and alcohol
services etc. Any acceptance/refusal should be recorded on Sentinel.
All ABCs should be reviewed monthly and planned for a six month period (dates can
be agreed at the set up meeting so all parties are aware).
Adherence to an ABC for three month can, at lead officers discretion, lead to its
suspension. However, if ASB reoccurs up to three months after the suspension, the
ABC can be reinstated for the remainder of the six month period.
Where breaches occur they should be addressed and managed at the earliest
opportunity (this may mean bringing review dates forward), and prohibitions can be
reviewed if required. For persistent beaching, it may be worth increasing the
frequency of review meetings i.e. every two weeks. Record all action taken, missed
appointments, breaches etc. on Sentinel.
Continued non-compliance or breaches of the ABC can escalate the case to the next
stage of the Incremental Approach if deemed appropriate and supported by
partners.
At this stage, the case should be presented at JAG for discussion/ consideration of
legal sanctions, and the next appropriate stage of the Incremental Approach.
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Court Stages of the Incremental Approach
Best practice advice in relation to the in Court stages of the Incremental Approach continues
below, however this guidance is not intended to replace or replicate primary legislation. For
definitive legal enquiries the reader should refer to the ASB Crime and Policing Act 2014 or
seek advice from your service’s legal team.

Civil Injunctions
The Civil Injunction (CI) is an intervention that can be used to tackle a range of anti-social
behaviour problems. It will set a clear standard of behaviour for perpetrators, with the aim
to stop their behaviour escalating.
Anyone seeking to apply for a civil injunction must have sufficient evidence to the civil
standard of proof (i.e. on the balance of probabilities) that:
- the respondent has engaged in or is threatening to engage in anti-social behaviour,
that is, behaviour is defined as behaviour likely to cause harassment alarm or
distress (non-housing related) or conduct capable of causing nuisance or annoyance
(housing-related)
- and that it is just and convenient to grant the injunction
CIs can be used where informal approaches such as ABCs have not worked, or when
professionals decide (and can evidence) that a formal response is needed quickly due to the
severity and nature of the ASB.
Applicants – Lead Agency
Within the Partnership a decision should be made as to which agency is best placed to lead
on the case. Possible applicants include:
 Local Authorities
 Registered providers of social housing
 Leicestershire Police
 British Transport Police
 The Environment Agency
 NHS Protect
When should you use the Civil Injunction?







When the recipient has been through the non-legal stages of the Incremental
Approach and their involvement in ASB has continued.
When all routes have been tried in relation to the ABC, i.e. increasing frequency of
reviews, more stringent conditions, more intensive intervention; and the recipient’s
involvement in ASB has continued.
Where the recipient has refused the offer of support through an ABC and their
involvement in ASB has continued.
Entry straight in at the CI stage should only be considered if there is significant risk
or threat of harm. In this circumstance, a discussion should be had with a supervisor
and relevant partner agencies on the need to skip the previous stages and should be
logged, with reasoning, on Sentinel.
If the perpetrator has a forthcoming court appearance, you could consider a
Criminal Behaviour Order
15

Good Practice & Principles at the Civil Injunction Stage















If it is decided that a CI is the most appropriate intervention, the application should
be presented at the local JAG for consultation by all relevant partner agencies.
It is a formal requirement for the applicant to consult with the local YOS for
applications against under 18s. This contact should be logged on Sentinel.
It is also a formal requirement to inform any other appropriate body or individual of
the application. This contact should be logged on Sentinel.
A CI check list should be completed (document in ‘Find out more’ tab on Sentinel) by
the lead officer for every proposed application, before then seeking the opinion of:
- ASB professionals within the partnership
- Your organisation’s legal team
If urgency dictates that a more immediate response is required, an interim CI can be
applied for; agreement should be sought from a supervisor and the JAG Chair or Vice
Chair if they are available.
There is no need to prove ‘necessity’ for a CI application. You must however satisfy
the court that it is 'just and convenient' for them to grant the order.
Draft prohibitions and positive requirements should be produced in consultation
with relevant partner agencies.
The duration of a CI for an adult can be for a fixed or indefinite period. In the case of
an injunction granted to an individual under the age of 18, a time period must be
specified and it must be no more than 12 months.
A CI has a strong preventative element and is intended as an early intervention. The
statute refers to “behaviour likely to cause” and “conduct capable of causing” and
that it is “just and convenient to grant the injunction to prevent ASB”
Anyone seeking to apply for a Civil Injunction must have sufficient evidence to the
civil standard of proof:
- that it is ‘on the balance of probabilities’ likely to have occurred
- that the respondent has engaged in, or is threatening to engage in conduct
capable of causing nuisance or annoyance to another person
- they will also need to satisfy the court that it is just and convenient to grant the
injunction.
Any application for a CI should be discussed with your service’s legal team at the
earliest opportunity.
Putting Victims First: In deciding whether an individual’s conduct is capable of
causing nuisance or annoyance, agencies should, wherever possible, communicate
with all potential victims and witnesses to understand the wider harm to individuals
and the community. Not only will this ensure that victims and communities feel that
their problem is being taken seriously, but it will also aid the evidence-gathering
process for application to the court. Furthermore, if victims feel they are being
listened to they are less likely to activate a Community Trigger.

Monitoring and reviewing Civil Injunctions
CIs should be monitored on a monthly basis via JAGs. A formal review will need to take place
annually for adults and biannually for under 18s. This will ensure that all positive
requirements and prohibitions are being complied with and timely assessments regarding
the continued requirement for the CI.
The review should be administrative rather than judicial, and should be undertaken by the
service that made the application using the Civil Injunction/CBO Review form (document in
‘Find out more’ tab on Sentinel).
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The review should consider the views of the:
 Applicant agency and wider partnership
 YOS - For under 18s
 Perpetrator
 Victim
 Support agencies responsible for the positive requirements
The review must consider whether there has been compliance with the order and whether
the order should be varied, discharged or kept as it is. Reviews should be overseen but not
necessarily completed by the JAG Chair.

Breach and appeals of a Civil Injunction
Breach of a CI is not a criminal offence, but a civil contempt of Court (being the breach of a
Court Order), and so must be proved to the criminal standard, which is ‘beyond reasonable
doubt’.
For over 18s, a breach is a civil contempt of court with unlimited fine or up to two years in
prison. For under 18s, breach can invoke a Supervision Order or, as a very last resort, a
detention order of up to three months for 14-17 year olds.
Appeals against a CI should be taken to the High Court for over 18s and the Crown Court for
under 18s.

Communicating with Victims and the Public
Making the public aware of the perpetrator and the terms of an order can be an important
part of the process of tackling ASB. There can be a number of positives for this:




It provides reassurance to the community that action is being taken.
It will provide local people with details of the individual and their prohibitions so
they will be able to identify and report if a breach occurs.
It will lessen the likelihood of a victim or community activating a Community Trigger.

The decision to publicise a CI or CBO sits with the public authorities (including the courts),
they must consider if it is necessary and proportionate to interfere in relation to a young
person’s right to privacy and whether it is likely to affect a young person’s behaviour. Each
case is decided on its own merits.
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Criminal Behaviour Orders
The Criminal Behaviour Order (CBO) is a legal intervention issued at the point of
conviction by a criminal court to deal with anti-social individuals.
Although obtained at the point of conviction for any offence (not necessarily for an ASB
related matter) the CBO must seek to address the harassment, alarm or distress relevant
to the order.
It will include prohibitions to stop the ASB but may also include positive requirements to
address the underlying causes of the behaviour.
Applicants:
 Leicestershire Police
 Local Authority
When should you use the CBO?





When the ASB is the primary consideration. It is not intended to prevent criminal
behaviour which can be addressed through the Criminal Justice System.
If the recipient has previously been through the out of court stages of the
Incremental Approach and the ASB has continued.
Where the recipient has refused the offer of support through an ABC and their
involvement in ASB has continued.
Entry straight in at the CBO stage should only be considered if there is significant risk
or threat of harm. In this circumstance, a discussion should be had with a supervisor
and relevant partner agencies on the need to skip the previous stages and should be
logged, with reasoning, on Sentinel. If the perpetrator does not have a forthcoming
court appearance for criminal behaviour, consider a Civil Injunction.

Good practice and principles at the CBO Stage










If it is decided that a CBO is the most appropriate intervention, the case should be
taken to the JAG to be agreed by relevant partners.
It is a formal requirement for the applicant to find out the views of the local YOS for
applications against under 18s. This contact should be logged on Sentinel.
A CBO check list should be completed (document in ‘Find out more’ tab on Sentinel)
by the lead officer for every proposed application before seeking the opinion of:
- ASB professionals within the Partnership
- Crown Prosecution Service (CPS)
Draft prohibitions and positive requirements should be produced in consultation
with the CPS and other relevant partner agencies.
A CBO for an adult must be for a fixed period of not less than two years, or for an
indefinite period – there is no maximum length. A CBO for an individual under 18
must be for a fixed period of between one and three years.
For CBO applications, it must be shown (on conviction for any offence) that:
- beyond reasonable doubt, the offender has engaged in behaviour that caused or
was likely to cause harassment, alarm or distress and
- that making the order will help in preventing the offender from engaging in such
behaviour
Putting Victims First: In deciding whether an individual’s behaviour caused, or was
likely to cause harassment, alarm or distress, agencies should communicate with all
potential victims and witnesses to understand the wider harm to individuals and the
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community. Not only will this ensure that victims and communities feel that their
problem is being taken seriously, but it will also aid the evidence-gathering process
for application to the court. Furthermore, if victims feel they are being listened to
they are less likely to activate a Community Trigger.

Monitoring and reviewing CBOs
CBOs should be monitored on a monthly basis via JAGs. For under 18s it is a legal
requirement for a formal review to be held by the lead agency every 12 months from the
date the order was made, or the date it is varied. This will enable them to check progress on
compliance with the terms of the order and also to review the adequacy of support that has
been provided. It also provides an opportunity to consider whether an application should be
made to vary or discharge the order. Reviews should be overseen by the JAG Chair.
Across Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland it is recommended that all CBOs (adults and
under 18s) should undergo this review as good practice.
A CBO may be varied or discharged by the court which made it on the application of –
(a) The offender, or
(b) The prosecution
The review should be administrative rather than judicial, and should be undertaken by the
service that made the application using the Civil Injunction/CBO Review form (document in
‘Find out more’ tab on Sentinel).
The review should consider the views of the:
 Applicant agency and wider partnership
 YOS - For under 18s
 Perpetrator
 Victim
 Support agencies responsible for the positive requirements

Breach and Appeals of a CBO





Breach of a CBO is a criminal offence and must be proved to a criminal standard of
proof, which is ‘beyond reasonable doubt’.
For over 18s, on summary conviction: up to six months imprisonment or a fine or
both. For under 18s, on conviction on indictment; up to five years imprisonment or a
fine or both.
Appeals against a CBO made in the Magistrates’ Court (which includes the youth
court) lie with the Crown Court.
Appeals against Orders made in the Crown Court lie with the Court of Appeal.

Communicating with Victims and the Public
As with CIs – See page 17
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Prohibitions/conditions for ABCs, Civil Injunctions and CBOs
When drafting prohibitions you must consider the anti-social behaviour you are trying to
prevent. Prohibitions must be:






Necessary
Reasonable
Proportionate
Enforceable
Understandable

Careful thought needs to be given to prohibitions so that they cannot be misunderstood
or misinterpreted by the perpetrator.
Prohibitions are intended to support the individual to change their behaviour, not to
punish them. They should cover the range of behaviour committed by the perpetrator
and should be necessary for protecting person(s) within a defined area from those acts.

General guidance for writing prohibitions/conditions
Ensure that the proposed conditions relate to the evidence contained within the supporting
statement. For example; do not suggest an evening curfew if the statement does not state
that all or the majority of the ASB occurs in the evening.
Have previous stages of the Incremental Approach already used these conditions in an
attempt to prohibit this behaviour?
Ensure that exclusion zones do not prevent the individual carrying out reasonable activities
or accessing agencies that support their potential rehabilitation e.g.:
 consider whether their school, youth centre, doctor, place of work is within the area.
 would the exclusion zone stop them from visiting family and friends?
For prohibitions that have exclusion areas, a precise description of boundaries; including
street names and a map with clear boundary lines should be produced. This can be as
specific as which side of the road they can walk on, if required.
If the prohibition does not specify a location, it could be interpreted as in all circumstances
and cover the whole of England and Wales. Be specific about where this prohibition should
be enforced to avoid confusion.
If prohibitions relate to congregating in groups, ensure that the prohibition is specific about
what is meant by that e.g.:
 ‘not being part of a group of three or more’ could prevent someone walking to an
event with their parents, or standing at a bus stop with other people.
 if there are specific issues regarding groups of people, a prohibition which stops
people associating with others should also include something along the lines of; “not
to encourage others to engage in anti-social behaviour”.
Do not suggest a prohibition that looks to prevent criminal offences as they are already
covered by criminal law. Certain low level offences that relate more to ASB such as abusive
words and behaviour are acceptable, but offences which are purely criminal; such as drug
22

dealing/ taking, should not be included.
Ensure that the conditions are simple and easy to understand:
 the individual must understand the prohibitions. They should be written using basic
language that is clear, concise and doesn’t contain jargon.
 have reasonable adjustments been made in regards to their equality needs?
Dispensation should be made for those with specific learning or educational needs.
A document with proposed prohibitions for all types of ASB can be found on the 'Find out
More' tab on Sentinel.

Duration and number of prohibitions


Consideration should be given to the appropriate duration of the prohibitions. Not
all prohibitions are relevant for the full duration of the contract/ order and should
be discussed/ reviewed at each review meeting.



There should be no more than three or four conditions. If there are too many
conditions, there is a risk of duplication and for ABCs, risk of non-engagement.
Additional conditions can be added at a later date if required.

Positive Requirements
Along with prohibitions, ABCs, Civil Injunctions and CBOs can also include positive
requirements to get the individual to deal with the underlying cause of the behaviour. These
requirements must:





Specify who will supervise the requirement
Be relevant to the individual and enforceable
Be compatible with the prohibitions
Have an agreed length of time

Positive requirements should be discussed and drawn up in partnership to ensure local
management, delivery and monitoring. Some positive requirements may involve a cost, be
clear who is responsible for funding this before it is offered. It may be possible to
incorporate this into an order, but it will require consultation with the CPS.
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Legal Interventions – Housing Providers

To seek possession of a property and eviction of a person/family, a landlord should
demonstrate that relevant interventions have been offered prior to this in order to try to
stop the ASB, but have been ineffective. The incremental approach should always be
adhered to where possible.
It should be noted that homelessness leads to associated costs, social issues and may
create vulnerability. It is therefore imperative that all relevant stages of the incremental
approach are used where appropriate.

Types of tenancy and action that can be taken








Local Authorities and Registered social landlords (RSL’s) can elect to operate an
Introductory Tenancy Policy or Assured Short Hold Tenancy Policies. Once such a
policy has been elected, every tenancy entered into (barring some exceptions) will
be an introductory tenancy/assured short hold tenancy.
The tenancy will remain introductory until the expiry of the introductory period (in
most cases one year), after this it will mature into a secure tenancy, unless the
landlord extends the introductory tenancy for an additional six months.
Introductory tenancies are useful for Local Authorities and RSL’s to give tenants a
trial period; if there are any problems with the tenant, the landlord may obtain
possession by court order and is not required to prove any grounds for possession.
There is no discretion in the County Court where possession is sought; possession is
mandatory.
The tenant has a right to a review of the landlord's decision to serve a Notice of
Possession Proceedings. The review will be no later than the date specified in the
128 Notice.
Once a tenancy has become secure/ assured, the landlord can deal with breaches of
the tenancy agreement by demoting the tenancy. The landlord can apply to the
court to demote a tenancy. If the court grants the application, the tenancy will then
become a demoted tenancy and all the rights of being a secure / assured tenant will
be lost.

Grounds for Possession – ASB
Housing Act 1985 – Secure Tenants
Ground 1: The tenant is in arrears with payment of rent or has breached an obligation of the
tenancy. This would be used as well as ‘Ground 2’. A NOSP is served, and the landlord can
apply for possession proceedings from four weeks of the service date.
Ground 2: The tenant or a person residing in the dwelling-house has been guilty of
conduct which is a nuisance or annoyance to neighbours, or has been convicted of
using the dwelling-house or allowing it to be used for immoral or illegal purposes.
The landlord may then serve a Notice of Seeking Possession (NOSP) and can apply
immediately for possession proceedings.
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Absolute Grounds for Possession
Absolute Grounds for Possession of secure and assured tenancies enables quick action to
take possession of a property where ASB or criminal behaviour has already been proven in
another court. The tenant, a member of the tenant’s household or a person visiting the
property must have been convicted for:






A serious criminal offence
Breach of a Civil Injunction.
Breach of a CBO
Breach of a Noise Abatement Notice
The property has been closed under a closure order by a Magistrates Court (not a
closure notice).

Who can apply for Absolute Grounds for Possession?
 Local authority and registered housing providers
 Private landlords
It is also a condition that the offence or any ASB must have been committed in the property
or in the locality of the property, affected a person with a right to live in the locality of the
property, or affected the landlord or the landlord's staff/contractors.

Closure Power
See page 27

When could a housing provider consider legal intervention?
All interventions will be dependent on the circumstances of each case, some examples of
when to consider interventions are:
 When the ASB is targeted and the perpetrator has had active involvement in the
targeting
 If the perpetrator has been the recipient of non-legal intervention through the
Incremental Approach, but the ASB has continued.
 If a vulnerable victim is at risk of harm from ASB from that particular household, a
member of the household or a visitor to the household.
 If a housing provider wants to stop ASB where there is a risk of violence.

Good practice and principles around housing interventions









This stage is a legal stage of the Incremental Approach.
All legal housing interventions should be discussed with appropriate partner
agencies to ensure that relevant information can be shared. Housing providers will
follow their own process for legal interventions but should ensure that other
relevant partner agencies are kept informed at every stage. This includes all relevant
homelessness services and the JAG if necessary.
Legal housing interventions can run alongside any legal or non-legal stage of the
Incremental Approach.
Where perpetrators have a suspected or diagnosed disability or mental health issue,
all housing providers who are considering possession or other legal action should
have considered and discussed the full implications of the equalities Act 2010 and
the 2014 Care Act with relevant partner agencies.
The tenant should be advised to seek assistance, if needed, from the Citizens Advice
Bureau, a housing aid centre, a law centre or a solicitor.
All interactions between recipients and partner agencies should be logged on
Sentinel.
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Housing Interventions Flowchart
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Other Tools and Powers
Closure Power
The closure Power is designed to allow the Police and Local Authority to quickly close a
premises being used, or likely to be used, to commit nuisance or disorder.
The power has two stages;
Closure Notice (CN) – up to 48 hours, made out of court when the use of the premises has
resulted in or is likely to result in:
 nuisance to the public or
 disorder near the premises
 and the CN is necessary to prevent these
The premises will be closed to all except the habitual residents
Closure Order (CO) – up to 6 months, ordered by the court where there is:
 disorderly, offensive or criminal behaviour on the premises or
 serious nuisance to the public as a result of the use of the premises or
 disorder near the premises associated with the use of the premises and the CO is
necessary to prevent these
The court may order that the premises are closed to all persons
The power is available to the Police (an officer of at least the rank of Inspector) and the Local
Authority, and allows the issue of a CN to temporarily close any premises for up to 48 hours
if there is, or is likely to be, nuisance or disorder.
The Police or Local Authority must then apply to the Magistrates Court for a CO, unless the
CN is cancelled. The Magistrates Court may issue a CO initially for up to three months,
which can later be extended by a further three months to an overall maximum of six
months.
Breach of a CN is a criminal offence carrying a sentence of up to three months
imprisonment, a fine or both. Breach of a CO is a criminal offence carrying a sentence of up
to six months imprisonment, a fine or both.

Community Remedies
A Community Remedy can give victims a say in the out of court action taken against
perpetrators of low level crime and ASB. It is a list of possible disposals contained in a
document called ‘The Community Remedy Document’ formulated by the Police & Crime
Commissioner (PCC).
Having looked at the options available, the victim is able to give the Police Officer/
Community Support Officer dealing with their incident feedback on their preferred
disposal. The officer will take the victim’s views into account; however, the final decision is
the officer’s.
Both victim and perpetrator must agree to the process, and the offence must be admitted
and evidenced; sufficient for court proceedings to commence if a community remedy isn’t
used. As such, failure to comply could result in court action.
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The list of Community Remedy options:
The Community Remedy Document in Leicestershire contains the following options:










Mediation (getting both parties to talk to each other, e.g. to solve a neighbour
dispute) assisting both parties to resolve the issue in a mutually beneficial manner
A written or verbal apology
The person responsible signing an ABC
Attend a neighbourhood justice panel (the person responsible meets with
representative of the local community so that they understand the consequences of
their behaviour and the panel will agree further action)
Repairing damage (for example cleaning up graffiti or replacing a smashed window)
Paying an appropriate amount for repair or replacement
Participation in a police funded initiative (for example by doing unpaid work for the
community to support a project that has been set up by the PCC to reduce crime)
Do something to compensate the community (for example by doing unpaid local
work for an appropriate period of time, such as picking up litter)
Words of advice from a Police Officer or Police Community Support Officer

The Community Trigger
Designed to promote community confidence, the Community Trigger is a process which
allows victims and communities to ask the Police, Local Authorities, Health Services and
registered providers of social housing for their area to review the response to their ASB
complaints.
It gives victims and communities the right to require action to be taken where they believe
an ongoing problem has not been addressed. It ensures that no-one suffering the harmful
effects of ASB and hate incidents falls through the net and that all that can be done is
being done.
The Trigger is designed to ensure relevant agencies work together to try to resolve any
ASB complaints. They will do this by talking about the problem, sharing the information
and using their resources to try to reach an agreeable outcome.
The Community Trigger is not a first port-of-call; it is only to be used if it is believed that
there has been a failure to respond to a complaint.

When can a person use the Community Trigger?
The Community Trigger can be used in the following situations:


If an individual has complained to the Council, Police or a registered provider of
social housing about three separate incidents of ASB in the locality in the last six
months.

And/Or


If three individuals in the local community have complained separately to the
Council, Police or registered provider of social housing in the last six months about
the same incident of ASB in the locality.

And/Or
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If an individual has been a victim of a Hate Crime or Incident in the last six months.

It should also be noted that in order for a Community Trigger to be considered, the person
must have made their initial complaint of the ASB within one calendar month of the
incident occurring.
Furthermore the person must request the Community Trigger be activated within six
months of the date of that initial complaint.
The Trigger does not replace the complaints procedures of individual organisations, or the
opportunity to complain to the Local Government Ombudsman or Independent Police
Complaints Commission if the person believes that their complaint has not been dealt with
adequately.

How is a Community Trigger activated?
In order to activate a Community Trigger, the complainant is required to complete the
community trigger form available on relevant local authority websites and send it to their
local council Community Safety Team.

What can the complainant expect?
Once a Community Trigger is requested to be activated, the manager of the Community
Safety or ASB Team will acknowledge the request within five working days from receipt. In
practice, having acknowledged receipt, the CSP chair may delegate investigation to the local
JAG chair. Details of the JAG chair should be contained in the acknowledgement as a point of
contact for the person activating the Trigger.
The JAG Chair will ask the agencies involved to provide details of the complaints and actions
that they have considered and taken to date. The manager and officers from partner
agencies will look at this information in order to decide whether a Community Trigger should
be activated.
The complainant will then be informed by the JAG Chair if the enquiry meets the threshold
and whether a Community Trigger will be activated and a review undertaken. If it does not
meet the threshold they will be given an explanation of how the decision was reached.
If it does meet the threshold, a meeting will take place between officers from the
appropriate agencies who have had involvement in the case, to discuss the ASB and what
actions have been considered and taken. The group will review how the partnership has
responded and draft a report of its findings.
A response will be sent to the complainant by the JAG Chair explaining the action taken and
the proposed steps the partnership will take to resolve the ASB moving forward.

Appeals
If the person is not entirely satisfied with the response they receive, they have the right to
an appeal.
The appeal shall be conducted by the Chair of the Community Safety Partnership, who shall
convene a meeting of senior officers of the partnership in order to discuss the case further.
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Community Protection Notice
Community Protection Notices (CPNs) are intended to stop a person (16 or over),
business or organisation committing ASB that is detrimental to local areas, or is having a
negative impact on the local community's quality of life.

When should you use a CPN?
A CPN consists of a three stage process:
1. Issue of a WARNING to deter behaviour affecting community quality of life.
2. Issue of a NOTICE if the behaviour continues clearly outlining defined remedial steps
required.
3. SANCTION. This can be by fixed penalty notice, or on conviction the sentence is a
fine. The court may order the costs of any remedial work to be paid and/or the
forfeiture of items.
A CPN warning letter should be issued if an individual has been given advice (written or
verbal) within the previous six months relating to their involvement in ASB and if partners
are satisfied on reasonable grounds that:
1. The conduct of the individual or body is having a detrimental effect of a persistent
and continuing nature on the quality of life of those in the locality, and
2. The conduct is unreasonable
Missing the advice stage and entering at CPN warning stage is possible when there is
evidence that the perpetrator’s behaviour has escalated quickly over a short period of time,
or has targeted specific individuals or a community. In this circumstance, a discussion should
be had with a supervisor on the need to skip the advice stage and should be logged, with
reasoning, on Sentinel.
If the ASB detailed in the warning letter continues, the lead agency can issue a CPN and
will manage any breaches. All stages can be issued by a Police Constable, PCSO (if
designated by the Chief Constable) or a local authority or housing provider (if designated by
the local authority). CPNs should be consulted on and managed locally through the JAG
process.

Good practice and principles of the CPN process






Warnings must be issued in writing not verbally (copy of pro-forma letter on Sentinel
‘Find out More’ tab), and should detail the problem behaviour, a request for them to
stop and the consequences of continuing.
The CPN must only be issued if the person/body has been issued with a written
warning, and, when having had sufficient time to address the conduct, the ASB
continues to have a detrimental effect. Failure to comply with the terms of a CPN is
a summary criminal offence.
The CPN is intended to impose a requirement upon a person or body to stop doing
specific things, or a positive requirement to do specific things, in order to reduce or
remove the detrimental effects of their conduct.
Service of a warning/notice to a person should be hand delivered, left at the
person’s last known address or at an address specified by them, sent by post to their
last known or specified address.
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Service of a warning/notice to a corporate body it should be delivered to the
company secretary/clerk at the registered or principle office in the UK.
If you can’t find the owner, or the property appears unoccupied, make reasonable
enquiries. The notice may be posted on the premises and there is a power of entry
in order to undertake this specific task.
If the person/ body fails to do the work required to remedy a situation, the local
authority may undertake the work, but only has an automatic right to do so if it is on
land open to the air. They can also charge at cost as long as they had given written
notice of the proposed work and failed to receive a response.
The agency issuing the CPN will generally be responsible for enforcement of a
breach, either by way of a Fixed Penalty Notice or prosecution at a Magistrates
Court or Youth Court (for those aged 16 -18).

Grounds for appeal of a CPN
If a person/body disagrees with service of a notice, within 21 days from the day of service
they can appeal to a Magistrates court if they contend;








The alleged behaviour took place,
The behaviour doesn’t affect quality of life locally,
The behaviour is not persistent or continuing,
The behaviour is not unreasonable,
They cannot control or effect the behaviour/occurrence in question,
The requested actions within the notice and or timescales are unreasonable,
There is a material defect in the notice or that the notice has been served on the
wrong person.

The person/body cannot continue with their behaviour during the appeal unless the court
specifies they must stop doing what is requested in the notice; however they cannot be
made to do something pending appeal.

Breach of CPNs issued by the Local Authority
If a Local Authority issues a CPN, this authority will be the responsible for prosecuting a
breach of the terms. They will also be responsible for the prosecution of breaches of CPNs
issued by a person designated with the power to issue the CPN by the local authority, e.g.
housing providers.
There will be occasions, however, when the police are involved in the enforcement process
as breach of a CPN is a criminal offence and they have the power of arrest.

Breach of CPNs issued by the Police
The Crown Prosecution Service will be the prosecuting authority for offences of failing to
comply with a CPN issued by the police. In cases in which the police issued the CPN and the
local authority has obtained or is otherwise in possession of evidence of a breach, that
evidence will be provided to the police.

The standard of proof for a breach of CPN (Section 43)
1st condition: Detrimental, persistent and continuing effect on quality of life on those in the
Community
Protection
Notice beyond
Flowchart
locality
- The court
must be satisfied
reasonable doubt (the criminal standard of proof)
nd
2 Community
condition: Conduct
is
unreasonable
No
standard
of proof is set out in the legislation. It is
Protection Notice Flowchart
suggested that determination of this condition will be an exercise of judgement or evaluation
to be made by the court.
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Community Protection Notice Flowchart
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Public Spaces Protection Orders
Public Spaces Protection Orders (PSPOs) are designed to stop individuals or groups
committing ASB in a public space.

When should you use a PSPO?
When the activities being restricted are in a public place and must:
 have had, or be likely to continue to have, a detrimental effect on the quality of life
of those in the locality,
 be persistent or continuing in nature,
 be unreasonable and
 justify the restrictions imposed

Good practice and principles of the PSPO process















Issued by local authorities following consultation with the local police, other
relevant agencies and any community representatives they think appropriate (i.e.
residents associations, regular users of a park etc.) to ensure appropriateness and
reasonableness.
PSPOs can implement multiple blanket restrictions, requirements, or targeted
measures to tackle certain activities by certain groups at certain times in a locality.
They can prohibit certain activities, such as the drinking of alcohol, as well as placing
requirements on individuals carrying out certain activities, for instance making sure
that people walking their dogs keep them on a lead.
The PSPO is designed to make public spaces more welcoming to people and
communities, not simply restrict access. Restrictions or requirements can be
targeted at specific people, to apply at certain times or in certain circumstances.
Although not always viable, discussing potential restrictions etc. with those living or
working nearby prior to issuing an order may help to ensure the PSPO better meets
the needs of the local community and is less likely to be challenged.
When the final set of measures is agreed on, the PSPO should be published in
accordance with regulations made by the Secretary of State and must:
- identify the activities having the detrimental effect;
- explain the potential sanctions available on breach; and
- specify the period for which the PSPO has effect.
The maximum duration of a PSPO is three years but they can be shorter where
appropriate. Short-term PSPOs could be used where it is not certain that
restrictions will have the desired effect, e.g. if closing a public right of way, an
initial 12 month order may be made and then reviewed after this time.
At any point before expiry, the council can extend a PSPO by up to three years if
considered necessary to prevent the original behaviour from occurring or
recurring. They should also consult with the local police and any other
community representatives they think appropriate.
Pro-forma documentation on Sentinel ‘Find out More’ tab.

Grounds for appeal of a PSPO
Anyone who lives in, or regularly works in or visits the area can appeal a PSPO in the High
Court within six weeks of issue. Further appeal is available each time the PSPO is varied by
the council.
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Interested persons can challenge the validity of a PSPO on two grounds. They could argue
that the council did not have power to make the order, or to include particular prohibitions
or requirements. In addition, the interested person could argue that one of the
requirements (for instance, consultation) had not been complied with.

Breach of PSPOs
Only local authorities can issue this type of order; although enforcement can be by local
authority officers, Police and PCSOs. Breach of an order is a criminal offence, and can be
dealt with via fixed penalty notice and/or fine.
It is an offence for a person, without reasonable excuse, to:



do anything that the person is prohibited from doing by a PSPO (other than consume
alcohol – see below); or
fail to comply with a requirement to which the person is subject under a PSPO.

A person does not commit an offence by failing to comply with a prohibition or requirement
that the council did not have power to include in the PSPO. A person guilty of an offence is
liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 3 on the standard scale.
It is not an offence to drink alcohol in a controlled drinking zone. It is an offence to fail to
comply with a request to cease drinking or surrender alcohol in a controlled drinking zone.
This is also liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding level 2 on the standard
scale. If alcohol is confiscated, it can be disposed of by the person who confiscates it.
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Public Spaces Protection Order Flowchart
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Additional support for children, young people and families
Children, young people and families can experience a range of difficulties at any time in their
life. Early help services are offered by a range of organisations and services who work
together to support individuals that may need it. The referral will be reviewed and sent to
the relevant support service depending on the issues highlighted by the referrer.
Use the online forms found on the relevant websites below to request services for children,
young people and their families who feel they may need some additional support. The form
can be completed by professionals, friends or by the family themselves.
Leicester City
https://www.leicester.gov.uk/schools-and-learning/support-for-children-and-youngpeople/early-help/
Leicestershire County
https://resources.leicestershire.gov.uk/education-and-children/child-protection-andsafeguarding/early-help
Rutland
If you think that a child, young person and/or their family living in Rutland may benefit from
some additional support, or if you would like more information about Early Help services in
the area, contact the Early Help Team on 01572 722 577 extension 8407, email via secure
email EarlyHelp@rutland.gcsx.gov.uk or visit the website below for further information
https://www.rutland.gov.uk/my-services/health-and-family/early-help/
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